
Swimmer Goal Sheet: 2020-21

Name: Date:

What is your biggest goal for the year?

What was your biggest highlight from last season?

What is your favorite event?

What was your favorite and least favorite set we've done recently? Why?

50 FR

100 FR

200 FR

400 FR

800 FR

1500 FR

100 FLY

100 BK

100 BR

200 IM

400 IM

1.
Task goal:
Task goal:

2.
Task goal:
Task goal:

Long Term Goals

What is a SMART goal? Specific, have a narrow goal that you can describe in one sentence. Try not 
generalize. Measurable, the goal should have some sort of metrics so you can measure improvement. 
Attainable, have a reasonable goal that you can achieve in the time period allowed. Relevant, consider 
which goals you are passionate about and inspire you. Time-based, give yourself a deadline to complete 
the goal, as well as a timeline to complete each task goal.

BEST TIMES & 
GOALS

SCM PB LCM PB SEASON PB GOAL
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3.
Task goal:
Task goal:

1.
Task goal:
Task goal:

2.
Task goal:
Task goal:

3.
Task goal:
Task goal:

4.
Task goal:
Task goal:

5.
Task goal:
Task goal:

What is your biggest strength in the pool? What is your biggest weakness?

What obstacles can you predict may get in the way of you accomplishing your goals?

What do you need from your coach to meet your goals? Do you have any questions?

Do you want to go to college? If so, what are your top 3 schools? Do you want to swim in college?

Test set goals
Best interval

Short Term Goals

Some questions to ask yourself as you reflect: Did you meet your goals last season? Why or why not? 
What allowed you/prevented you from being successful? Are you sleeping enough? Eating healthy? 
Managing stress levels? Do you have a study plan for the year?

6x25 UW 5x50 FR 5x50 non FR 6x100


	Text1: Johnny Piranha
	Date3_af_date: 9/9/20
	Text4: Place in the top 3 of the 1500 Fr at Long Distance Champs
	Text5: Placing 6th in the 1500 Fr at Long Distance Champs 
	Text6: 1500 Fr
	Text7: Least Favorite: Death by Fly. Favorite: 40x50 IM order +1 FR. Fly is tough for my shoulder, I like short distance IM sets.
	Text8: 1:20.23
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	Text49: 
	Text50: 
	Text51: 
	Text53: use tempo trainer during long distance and pace sets at my goal pace
	Text54: swim the 800 or 1500 FR at least 2 times before LDC
	Text58: make the A 200FR relay at champs
	Text59: don't breathe first stroke off the wall during every practice
	Text60: improve my stroke rate to 16 strokes per 25
	Text61: drop .5 on 50 FR between 1st and 3rd meet
	Text62: don't breathe 1st stroke off the wall EVER
	Text63: 5 UW kicks off walls during sprint sets
	Text64: eat 3 healthy dinners per week
	Text65: help my parents with grocery shopping by adding more veggies and fruit to shopping list
	Text67: get 85% on my physics final
	Text70: beat *someone* in the 800 FR at LDC
	Text73: drop 15 sec in my 1500 FR
	Text55: qualify in the 200 IM for SDC (qual time 2:17.99)
	Text52: Place 3rd or better in the 1500FR at LDC
	Text57: work on turns with coach at least 2 times a month
	Text56: improve my fly by doing 8 UW off each wall
	Text68: create a study plan so I am studying physics 2x per week
	Text69: do 1 extra practice problem for every assignment given
	Text71: race him in practice whenever possible, or at meets if on another team
	Text72: he is bad at turns, so I will work on my turns 2x per week to improve my power off the wall and more UW
	Text74: calculate my pace per 50 and set my tempo trainer at this pace for training
	Text75: improve my catch so I get more DPS
	Text66: make dinner for my family once a week
	Text76: long distance sets. BR sets.
	Text77: taking 5 AP classes, lots of studying and HW
	Text78: individual discussions about my goals and technique. how do I get faster at BR?
	Text79: yes, BYU, NYU, Cal. yes.
	Text80: made all 6 @ :45
	Text81: 1:00
	Text82: 1:15
	Text83: 1:55


